Odd Gods
by David Slavin
JF Slavin
Feeling overshadowed by his twin
Adonis, Oddonis, the powerless son
of Zeus, impulsively runs against his
brother for president of Mount
Olympus Middle.

Little Apocalypse
by Katherine Sparrow
JF Sparrow
Separated from her parents by a
devastating earthquake, Celia is
approached by a mysterious group
that believes the earthquake was
caused by a monster.

The Prince Problem
by Vivian Vande Velde
JF Vande Velde
Prince Telmund has been cursed to
transform into a new animal every
time he falls asleep and Princess
Amelia has been kidnapped by the
dangerous Prince Sheridan; if either
of them want a happy ending they
will have to work together.

The Dragon Warrior
by Katie Zhao
JF Zhao
Training in secret when the Jade
Society shuns them for their halfChinese heritage, Faryn Liu conquers
a demon in San Francisco’s
Chinatown before resolving to prove
herself by finding the gods’ island
home before the end of the Lunar
New Year.

Graphic Novels

Children

Hotel Dare
by Terry Blas
JGN Blas
When Olive and her adopted siblings
spend the summer with their
estranged grandmother at her
creepy hotel, they stumble upon a
secret door that holds a portal to
distant magical worlds.

Fantasy

Dugout: The Zombie
Steals Home
by Scott Morse
JGN Morse
Pitching for rival little-league teams,
Stacy and her twin, Gina, are forced
to set aside their differences when
Gina accidentally unleashes a curse
that awakens the dead.

Pilu of the Woods
by Mai K. Nguyen
JGN Nguyen
Willow, who has been struggling with
her emotions since her mother's
death, runs away into the woods and
meets Pilu, a lost tree spirit who
cannot find her way
back home.

Hidden worlds, magical creatures, and
epic battles of good vs. evil

Zatanna and the House of
Secrets
by Matthew Cody
JGN Zatanna
Zatanna and her professional
magician father live in a house
full of magic, puzzles, and
storybook creatures.
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Fiction
Arlo Finch in the Valley of
Fire
by John August
JF August
When Arlo Finch moves to Pine
Mountain, Colorado, and joins the
Rangers, he learns how to harness
the wild magic seeping in from the
mysterious Long Woods.

Winterhouse

Time Sight

by Ben Guterson

by Lynne Jonell

JF Guterson
Elizabeth is shipped away by her
malevolent guardians to a
mysterious hotel, where she
discovers that she has magic, and
her love of puzzles helps her solve
a mystery.

JF Jonell
After a family emergency sends Will
and Jamie to Scotland, a "magic
eye" book takes them and their
cousin Nan on a journey
through history.

The Magnificent Monsters
of Cedar Street

Cape
by Kate Hannigan

Jaclyn Hyde

JF Hannigan
Soon after being recruited by the
mysterious Mrs. Boudica to join a
secret military intelligence operation,
Josie, Mae, and Akiko discover their
superhero abilities and use them to
thwart a Nazi plot to steal the ENIAC

by Annabeth Bondor-Stone
JF Bondor-Stone
In this modern retelling of The
Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr.
Hyde, a girl's quest to be perfect
unleashes chaos at her
middle school.

Twist
by Sarah Cannon
JF Cammpm
Three gifted kids accidentally create
a doorway between one of their
stories and the real world,
unleashing violent, once-imaginary
creatures on their town.

Casper Tock and the
Everdark Wings
by Abi Elphinstone
JF Elphinstone
A boy who prefers peace and quiet
over adventure is unwittingly
transported to the sky kingdom
of Rumblestar.

computer.

by Lauren Oliver
JF Oliver
In 19th century Boston, Cordelia
teams up with human and fantastical
friends when her beloved father and
several of the creatures in his care go
missing.

The Midnight Hour
Bernard Pepperlin
by Cara Hoffman
JF Hoffman
After the Dormouse from
Wonderland is transported to
modern-day New York, he uncovers
a plot by some bad weasels who
intend to stop time.

Confessions of a Dork
Lord
by Michael Johnston
JF Johnston
A hapless warlock-in-training
struggles to live up to his great and
terrible destiny as the next in line to
rule the Grim World.

by Benjamin Read
JF Read
When her parents go missing while
investigating strange letters they
have received, Emily continues their
search for answers in a secret
Victorian London parallel world.

The Boy Who Grew
Dragons
by Andy Shepherd
JF Shepherd
Discovering a strange old tree at the
bottom of his grandfather’s garden,
young Tomas is astonished when a
baby dragon hatches from one of
the tree’s fruits.

